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Abstract

The Smart Room project develops smart rooms at Petrozavodsk State University. A smart room provides a service set to automate such research and educational activity as conferences, lectures, and meetings. For participants the services are accessible via end-user mobile devices. A mobile device runs a smart room client, which registers the participant in the smart room space, shares required personal data, and accesses available services. In this extended abstract we consider our initial GUI design and development plan for smart room clients. The key requirements we focus on are (1) unification for various mobile platforms, e.g., Windows Phone, Android, and iOS; (2) personalized access to the service subset most appropriate for the user at given time and context.

Index Terms: Smart Room, Mobile devices, GUI, Cross-platform.

Petrozavodsk State University (PetrSU) started the project “Smart Room”. It develops rooms equipped with various computational devices and corresponding software aiming at intelligent assistance for university research and educational processes. PetrSU smart room generalizes Smart Conference system [1], [2], which was developed in 2010-2012 by FRUCT partners: SPIIRAS, YarSU, LETI, and PetrSU. The scenarios include automated construction of the agenda and dynamic adaptation to context, participant interests and limitations. It supports collective generation of new knowledge using available services. The development is based on smart spaces [3], Smart-M3 platform [4], and SmartSlog SDK [5].

In the basic scenario, a user participates in the activity by coming into the room and running a smart room client (SR-client) on her/his mobile device. The client becomes aware of available services and allows the user to select and access desired services. Services may be ongoing conference blog (communication between the participants and the presenter), browsing slides (current presentation or others), sensor data (temperature, light, etc.), remote control of cameras located in the room, the participant research ratings (e.g., the citation index from Google Scholar), and many others. Therefore, SR-client is a key user tool for participation in the smart room.

First, we analyzed which mobile platforms are suitable for implementing SR-client and selected the following ones: Windows Phone, Android, iOS, Symbian, MeeGo, Maemo. The problem we solve in this direction is possibility to create a unified user interface, with very little effort and common to all platforms. Note that some of the above platforms already support (or Qt support is announced) Qt as a unified tool for GUI construction. Table I summarizes which languages and development environment we selected for each platform.

Second, we analyzed available technologies that can allow constructing a multi-service client. The GUI architecture and standard interface elements must be common for the all
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### TABLE I
**Platform development environments**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Platform</th>
<th>Programming language</th>
<th>Integrated development environment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Android</td>
<td>Java, partly C, C++</td>
<td>Eclipse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BlackBerry</td>
<td>Java</td>
<td>Eclipse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iOS</td>
<td>Objective-C</td>
<td>Xcode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Symbian platform</td>
<td>C++, QML</td>
<td>Qt Creator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maemo</td>
<td>C++, QML</td>
<td>Qt Creator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MeeGo</td>
<td>C++, QML</td>
<td>Qt Creator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Windows Phone</td>
<td>C#, Visual Basic</td>
<td>Visual Studio 2010</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Platforms. The architecture is designed with the purpose to let the user to comfortably take advantage of many opportunities and information. There are many services available in the room, and the user may select a personalized subset of them.

Service navigation and control can be based on menu or use an advanced screen with tabs and special controls. Both methods require plug-ins, which become available for each active service at an appropriate point. The user starts a specific page on which (s)he clicks for each active plugin. After that the user has ability to quickly navigate the service features.

The menu-based method is inappropriate when a large number of plug-ins appears. Placing them into a single menu makes the GUI cumbersome, especially for such mobile devices as phones with small displays. In this case, the second method is better; Fig. 1 shows an example how an advanced screen can look on the SR-client.

On tablets, the layout of available plugins can use the same idea as for mobile phones. Since a tablet has a larger display, the user can simultaneously track many plug-ins on the same window and use multiple tabs for the content. The layout can be implemented with window managers (e.g., Xmonad for Linux and AquaSnap for Windows 7). Another option is specialization for each platform. For instance, in Windows Phone we can use so called docks, which are similar to the working space layout mechanism of Visual Studio.

As a development tool, it is possible to employ the Qt framework, which allows creating crossplatform client version for some mobile platforms, namely Symbian, Harmattan, Win-

![Fig. 1. Advanced screen layout of SR-client](image)
dows (tablet). The rest platforms include Windows Phone, Windows 8, Android, and iOS. For them we shall use specialized tools.

Since a SR-client is faced with a big service set available in the smart room, (personalized) selection is needed for the user. It is a challenging problem to flexibly and dynamically build appropriate multi-service interface elements in dependence on the context and user interests.

We considered several solutions. The first one is a single application written using HTML5 libraries (e.g., PhoneGap, Titanium, Rhodes). This solution is cross-platform since the mobile platforms provide HTML5 support. Unfortunately, mobile devices of the previous generation likely meet performance problems and limited functionality.

The second solution is to represent each service as a separate HTML5 plus CSS3 page using JavaScript for internal logic of the device page. The SR-client collects information from services and constructs the service pages. The key services are represented with static pages. Some services can be constructed dynamically, based on a set of small services, e.g., representing data parameters from sensors.

Currently, we started client implementation with static pages. We expect that the static approach has no essential performance problems related to the capacity of previous generation of mobile devices. The dynamic page construction is at the design phase.
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